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Business dashboards have become the essential tool for monitoring and improving performance. Mitchell’s Claimant 
Dashboard provides advanced visualization of medical treatments and spend for a given claimant, broken down by  
providers. Now, you can quickly view the current financial and medical development of your claim so you can make 
better decisions towards the best possible outcome. 

With so many claims to manage and bills to process, how do you gain a holistic view of each claimant’s medical 
treatments and monies spent on multiple treating providers? Claimant Dashboard’s graphical view makes it easy 
to visualize medical treatment patterns over a period time—which could be weekly, monthly, or it could span over 
multiple years. Total medical spend for each provider is also summarized to help you control medical costs. 

QUICKLY RECOGNIZE THE BEST DIRECTIONS TO TAKE.

With the Claimant Dashboard, you now have a history of what services have been rendered, so you can look ahead 
and improve the direction of care for your claimants. Enhance your decision-making process with your ability to:

VISUALIZE YOUR DATA TO GAIN PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS FOR ENHANCED 
DECISION-MAKING. 

 Detect the need to adjust your reserves with closer  
 examination of medical spend on each provider

 Identify trends and recognize patterns of performance,  
 such as long delays or unusual patterns in treatments  

 Escalate a claim for utilization review or case  
 management to address outliers or exceptions

 Alert special investigation units for any  
 indication of suspicious or potential abuse
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System Requirements: Internet Explorer version 9 or above, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome

The best way to learn more about SmartAdvisor Claimant Dashboard is to see it in action.  

Contact us for a demo today: 800.421.6705 

Email us: SmartAdvisor@mitchell.com

Visit: www.mitchell.com

For price inquiry, please contact your Mitchell Account Manager or Sales Executive.

Leading-Edge Features Empowering Benefits

Medical Treatments Grouped by Color-Coded 
Procedure Set

Easily view the transition of care from one set of procedures to another

Timeline View of Treatments Quickly detect medical treatment patterns across weeks, months or years

List of Treating Providers & Medical Group Identify all medical providers & groups treating the injured worker

Medical Spend by Provider Examine total spend per provider & determine the need to adjust reserves

Date of Service Range by Provider Recognize the duration of medical treatments rendered by provider

The Path to Higher Quality Claims Management.
Claimant Dashboard leads you to a clearer path of managing a claim and the claimant’s direction of care with 
known paths of previous medical treatments. 

You can see at-a-glance below the key features and resulting benefits when using Claimant Dashboard.

Key Features of Claimant Dashboard


